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8th European Aeronautics Days

24 November 2020: 
Berlin Aviation Summit & Evening Reception 

of the German EU-Council Presidency 

25-26 November 2020:
#AeroDays2020 FORUM

This year, the #AeroDays2020 will be taking place in an adapted format 
with an on-site-programme for speakers and guests in Berlin along with 
an online-service via our streaming platform for virtual participants. 

AVIATION FOR THE FUTURE - CHANGE IS NOW

#AeroDays2020



Berlin Aviation Summit & 
#AeroDays2020 FORUM

Two events - the Berlin Aviation Summit and the #AeroDays2020 FORUM 
- form the #AeroDays2020 event in Germany. While at the high-level 
opening event Berlin Aviation Summit on 24 November key players from 
all relevant stakeholders will share and discuss technology perspectives, 
investment strategies and policies, the talks and panel discussions at the 
innovation platform #AeroDays2020 FORUM will address all visitors and 
invite them to a dialogue.

In times of political and societal demand for emission-free aviation, the 
future of aviation is under scrutiny. What are the major challenges for the 
commercial aviation business in the future? Will passengers be willing to 
pay the bill for climate-neutral aviation? Which technological innovations 
will be necessary to produce future aircraft? How can we increase 
efficiency in air traffic management while maintaining highest safety 
standards? And, in particular most recently, how does the current crisis 
caused by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic affect aviation today and in the 
future? The answers to these and many other questions will shape the 
future of aviation.

At the 2nd Berlin Aviation Summit (#BAS2020), high-ranking 
representatives from all relevant fields will address these questions from 
economic, political, technological and scientific perspectives. The summit 
offers key players in politics and science, industry, finance, energy and 
global air traffic a platform to share and discuss technology perspectives, 
investment strategies and policies.

Following the #BAS2020, an evening reception of the German EU-Council 
Presidency hosted by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy 
will complete the first day of the #AeroDays2020. 

If you are invited, join the high-ranking auditorium and shape the future of 
aviation with your ideas. Press will cover the event without jeopardizing 
your privacy or networking.

By invitation only / Chatham House Rules.  

#AeroDays2020 FORUM

The innovation platform #AeroDays2020 FORUM aims to provide 
feasible technological solutions to the strategies discussed at the 
#BAS2020. By concentrating on research, technology and innovation as 
enablers of climate neutrality, environmental protection and industrial 
leadership, the talks and panel discussions at the FORUM will address the 
industry’s most urgent - and fascinating - issues.

The #AeroDays2020 FORUM will present senior executives from 
different units of the European Commission, discussing the future of 
aviation and the implementation of EU policy priorities, e.g. the European 
Green Deal, with leading representatives from the aviation industry and 
research.

The dynamic talks and panel discussions at the #AeroDays2020 FORUM 
will be open to all visitors and serve as a platform for the dissemination 
and implementation of world-leading EU projects and technical 
programs based on the Horizon 2020 framework.

Tandem-AeroDays19.20 Berlin Aviation Summit 




